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Do we have space for infinite worlds within the planetary one we inhabit? Is there a natural limit to worlds as aggressive 
co-existence turns into cultural clash and war. When do too many of them make conflict to a point of breaking? Are the 
broken worlds then eaten by the victorious ones? Is world feasting currently a thing? Can worlds create constipation? 
What about world diarrhea? When does that erupt? Maybe it is already? If too many worlds exist right now, a theory we 
can call the too-many-worlds interpretation, is it time to compartmentalize some of these to smoothen reality a bit? Let’s 
say some of them can only exist in literature, some on the internet and others only on the countryside. On a bigger 
scale some cannot cross borders while others must cross all the borders, always. A hacker world, trespassing everything 
legally. An anker world destined to never move. Can both of them grow equally? Must they grow at all? How would this 
play out technically? Would it be novel in any way, or would it look something like what’s currently happening all around 
us? Should we focus then on all of the within us instead? Abandoning the physical and work on all the worlds within? 
We seem to still believe what’s physically killing us will also save us. The electric car, terratic exploits, all the financial 
adventures. How long before even the virtuous turn into unoriginal sinning? When will far too much be enough? How 
about a refuge for worlds that need a break from taking part in agreed upon reality. Can we make such a shelter? What 
about the worlds outside of the agreed upon, are they not in more need of a technical break from all the efforts of 
snuggling for attention? Can we make dissociation less alienating by giving certain worlds a break while restricting 
others, even decreasing their number? Would this be Gaia fascism? A star wars for culture. Or just another great idea 
dotted on a napkin and left for the bartender to discard? Wouldn’t this be fun? Am I wrong or what? 
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